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Abstract. We show that deterministic algorithms using bounded looka-

head cannot fully exploit the potential of a parallel I/O system. Randomization can be used to signi cantly improve the performance of parallel
prefetching and bu er management algorithms. Using randomization in
the data layout and a simple prefetching scheme, we show that a readonce reference string of length N can be serviced in (N=D) parallel
I/Os in a D-disk system. For the case of read-many reference strings we
introduce a novelpalgorithm using randomized write-back with a competitive ratio of ( D). In contrast, we show that deterministic write-back
results in a competitive ratio of at least (D).

1 Introduction
Continuing advances in processor architecture and technology have resulted in
the I/O subsystem becoming the bottleneck in many applications. The problem is exacerbated by the advent of multiprocessing systems which can harness
the power of hundreds of processors in speeding up the computation. Improvements in I/O technology are unlikely to keep pace with processor-memory speeds,
causing many applications to choke on I/O. The increasing availability of coste ective multiple-disk storage systems [7] provides an opportunity to improve
the I/O performance through the use of parallelism. However it remains a challenging problem to e ectively use the increased disk bandwidth to reduce the
I/O latency of an application. E ective use of I/O parallelism requires careful
coordination between data placement, prefetching and caching mechanisms.
The parallel I/O system is modeled using the intuitive parallel disk model:
the I/O system consists of D independently-accessible disks and an associated
I/O bu er with a capacity of M blocks. In the standard parallel-disk model
introduced by Vitter and Shriver [16], the bu er is shared by all the disks and
is therefore called the shared bu er model. In contrast, in the distributed bu er
model [15], each disk has a private bu er and all I/O from a disk is between
the disk and its private bu er. In this work we deal exclusively with the shared
bu er model. The data for the computation is initially stored on the disks in
blocks. A block is the unit of access from a disk. In each parallel I/O at most
?
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one block from each disk can be read into the bu er. From the viewpoint of the
I/O, the computation is characterized by a reference string consisting of the ordered sequence of blocks that the computation accesses. In general, the reference
string corresponding to a computation can consist of an arbitrary interleaving
of reference strings of several concurrent applications. A data block should be
present in the bu er memory before it can be accessed by the computation.
Serving the reference string requires performing I/O operations to provide the
computation with blocks in the order speci ed by the reference string. In this
model the measure of performance of the system is the number of parallel I/Os
performed to service a given reference string.
The parallel-disk model generalizes the usual single-disk model (which we will
also refer to as the sequential model) used extensively in the study of paging [4,
14]. In the sequential model there is a single disk and associated bu er. The
measure of performance is the total number of I/Os performed. However, in the
parallel-disk model several new issues arise that make the problem of optimizing
the number of parallel I/Os challenging.

{ Prefetching: In the sequential model blocks are fetched on-demand. It is

well known that early fetching cannot reduce the number of I/Os needed2
in the single-disk model [14]. In a parallel I/O system doing all I/Os only
on-demand is wasteful of the available I/O bandwidth, since only one block
will be fetched in any I/O operation. Disk parallelism can be obtained by
prefetching blocks from disks that would otherwise idle, concurrently with a
demand I/O. In order to prefetch accurately, the computation must be able
to look ahead in the reference string, beyond the last referenced block.
{ Choice of block to be fetched on an I/O: In the sequential model
blocks are always fetched strictly in order of the reference string. In the
parallel model fetching blocks in order of their appearance in the reference
string can be inecient. For instance, consider the example of Figure 1 which
assumes D = 3 and M = 6. Assume that blocks labeled Ai (respectively Bi ,
Ci ) are placed on disk 1 (respectively 2, 3), and that the reference string
 = A1 A2 A3 A4 B1 C1 A5 B2 C2 A6 B3 C3 A7 B4 C4 C5 C6 C7 . Figure 1 (a) shows
the I/O schedule obtained by always fetching in the order of the reference
string At step 1, blocks B1 and C1 are prefetched along with the demand
block A1 . At step 2, B2 and C2 are prefetched along with A2 . At step 3,
there is bu er space for just 1 additional block besides A3 , and the choice is
between fetching B3 , C3 or neither. Fetching in the order of  means that
we fetch B3 ; continuing in this manner we obtain a schedule of length 9. In
Figure 1 (b), at step 2 disk 2 is idle (even though there is bu er space) and
C2 which occurs later than B2 in  is prefetched; similarly, at step 3, C3
which occurs even later than B2 is prefetched. However, the overall length
of the schedule is 7, better than the schedule that fetched in the order of  .
{ Replacement Policy: The issue of choosing a block to evict is complicated
in the parallel I/O context because of the use of prefetching. There is a
2

Prefetching may however help in overlapping CPU and I/O operations [6].

tension between the desire to increase the parallelism by prefetching and to
delay the fetch as late as possible to obtain the best possible candidate for
eviction.
{ Data Placement: In order to obtain good performance accesses should be
spread out evenly among the disks, both spatially as well as temporally.
In applications where data sets and accesses are dynamically generated, or
there a multiplicity of con icting data access patterns that must be satis ed,
the problem of data placement is critical to performance.
Disk 1 A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7
Disk 2 B1 B2 B3 B4
Disk 3 C1 C2
C3 C4 C5 C6 C7
(a)

Disk 1 A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7
Disk 2 B1
B2 B3 B4
Disk 3 C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7
(b)

Fig. 1. Schedules for reference string .
A restricted family of reference strings called read-once strings in which all
blocks are read-only and no block is read more than once was introduced in [3].
Such read-once reference strings arise naturally and frequently in I/O-bound
applications running on parallel-disk systems: external merging and mergesorting
(including carrying out several of these concurrently) and real-time retrieval and
playback of multiple streams of multimedia data such as compressed video and
audio. A more general form of access pattern is one where the accesses are still
read-only, but there is no restriction placed on the number of times a block is
referenced. Such a reference string will be called a read-many reference string.
The main di erence between the problems of serving read-once reference strings
and read-many reference strings is that in the read-many case bu er management
plays an important role in determining the performance. In the read-once case a
block could be evicted from the bu er as soon as it was referenced. However, in
the read-many case a data block can be referenced several times, and the bu er
manager may nd it useful to retain it in the I/O bu er even after a request for
it has been serviced. Furthermore the choice of block to evict is in uenced by
the potential parallelism with which it can be read again.
In this paper we demonstrate quantitatively the bene ts of randomization
in prefetching and bu er management algorithms for multiple-disk parallel I/O
systems. We consider the case of read-once and read-many reference strings
separately. For the read-once case it was shown in [3] that any deterministic
prefetching algorithm with bounded lookahead (de ned formally in Section 1.1)
must perform a signi cantly larger number of I/Os, in comparison with the optimal oine algorithm that has access to the entire reference string. We analyze
several prefetching schemes based on a randomized data placement, and present
a simple prefetching algorithm that performs an optimal (up to constants) expected number of I/Os. For the case of general read-many strings we show that
a natural class of deterministic bu er management algorithms must perform at
least (D) times as many I/Os as the optimal. We present a randomized algorithm that uses a novel randomized write-back scheme, which performs an
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expected number of I/Os that is within a factor of ( D) of the optimal oine
deterministic algorithm.
Classical deterministic bu er management algorithms for the sequential I/O
model were presented in [4, 14]. In sequential systems randomization was e ectively employed to improve the eviction decisions made by on-line bu er management algorithms [8, 12]. The use of lookahead information to improve the
eviction decisions in single-disk systems has been studied in [1, 5] using di erent models of lookahead. In the parallel model, lookahead is needed in order to
prefetch e ectively as well. The study of lookahead models for parallel I/O systems was introduced in [3] for read-once reference strings. An approximate oine
deterministic prefetching and bu er management algorithm for the stall model
of parallel I/O was presented in [11]. An optimal oine deterministic algorithm
for the distributed bu er parallel I/O system was presented in [15].

1.1 De nitions

The notions of read-once and read-many reference strings and lookahead, which
we introduced informally in the previous section, are de ned below.
De nition 1. The sequence of read I/O requests is called the reference string.
In a read-once reference string all the references are to distinct blocks. In a
read-many reference string any two references can be to the same data block.
De nition 2. An I/O scheduling algorithm has global M -block lookahead if it
knows the portion of the reference string containing the next M distinct blocks.
For a read-once reference string this lookahead spans exactly the next M blocks
in the reference string. An I/O scheduling algorithm has local lookahead if for
each disk it knows the references till the next block from that disk not currently
in the bu er.
In this paper we design algorithms which perform a parallel I/O only on
demand; that is, an I/O is initiated only when there is a block requested by the
computation that is not present in the bu er. We use the competitive ratio as a
measure of performance of our algorithms.
De nition 3. An online parallel prefetching algorithm A has a competitive ratio
of CA if for any reference string the number of I/Os that A requires is within a
factor CA of the number of I/Os required by the optimal oine algorithm serving
the same reference string. If A is a randomized algorithm then the expected
number of I/Os done by A is considered.

2 Deterministic Bounds
In this section we show that deterministic strategies using bounded lookahead
can have very poor performance when compared to oine algorithms. In Sections 2.1 and 2.2 we consider the cases of read-once and read-many reference
strings respectively.

2.1 Read-Once Reference Strings
For read-once sequences, we consider a worst-case model wherein a deterministic
placement algorithm is used to place each block of the read-once sequence on a
disk. Fundamental bounds on the performance of such online algorithms with
bounded lookahead for read-once reference strings were derived in [3].
Since no block is referenced more than once, it would seem that we only need
to be able to fetch blocks in the order of their appearance in the reference string,
in order to design an optimal prefetching algorithm. Since the bu er can hold M
blocks, a prefetching algorithm that is allowed a lookahead of M blocks into the
reference string would know, at each point, the next memory-load to fetch and
can easily fetch blocks in the order of their appearance in the reference string.
Counter to intuition, we obtained the interesting result (Theorem 4) that there
are read-once reference strings such p
that any parallel prefetching algorithm with
a bounded lookahead of M incurs ( D) times as many parallel I/O operations
as does the optimal oine prefetching algorithm that knows the entire sequence.
The reason for this is that in certain cases the optimal oine algorithm does
not follow the policy of fetching blocks in the order of their appearance in the
reference string: at times it needs to prefetch blocks from some disk that are
referenced much later in the future, before blocks on some other disk that are
about to be referenced in the immediate future.

Theorem 4. [3] The competitive ratio of any
p deterministic online algorithm
having global M-block lookahead is at least ( D).

In the case of local lookahead the prefetching algorithm has no access to any
information regarding the relative order of consumption of blocks originating
from di erent disks. It turns out that this is a very powerful advantage for an
adversary in the shared bu er con guration. The adversary can force a higher
lower bound on the competitive ratio of such online algorithms. Theorem 5 below
shows that for the shared bu er con guration any deterministic algorithm using
only local lookahead can perform (D) times as bad as the optimal o -line
algorithm. Note that it is trivial to design an algorithm with a competitive ratio
of (D) merely by performing all I/Os on demand. Thus in a deterministic
setting, local lookahead is practically useless.

Theorem 5. [3] The competitive ratio of any deterministic online algorithm
having local lookahead is at least (D).

In Section 3.1 we will present algorithms using randomized placement that
perform an optimal number of parallel I/Os using either form of bounded lookahead.

2.2 Read-Many Reference Strings
In a read-many reference string a data block can be requested more than once
by the application. Hence a situation may arise wherein a particular data layout

strategy may be favorable for data accesses occurring in some section of the
reference string, but unfavorable for accesses in other sections. One way to tackle
this problem is to relocate data blocks dynamically so as to have a favorable data
placement at the next set of accesses. The driving intuition is to rearrange the
layout so that blocks which are evicted from the bu er may be fetched in parallel
with other blocks in the future. Of course, writing a block out to a di erent disk,
other than the one on which it was initially located, incurs the cost of writing
out a block. But the gain in I/O parallelism by relocation can be used to o set
the extra cost of performing a write. We refer to this action of writing an evicted
block to a disk, di erent from the one from which it was fetched, as write-back.
Write-back allows the location of a data block to be dynamically altered as
the requests in the reference string are serviced. However, there is only one copy
of the block on the disks at any time. A block is said to reside on disk d if the
only copy of the block in the I/O system is on disk d. We next introduce the
notion of a simple deterministic algorithm (SDA) which captures the intuition
behind existing bu er management algorithms. We shall show that, in the worst
case, such algorithms may be completely ine ective in exploiting the parallelism
available in the I/O subsystem.

De nition 6. Let the set of blocks in the I/O bu er after requests r1 ; r2;    rk in
the reference string are serviced be Bk , and let the set of blocks in the lookahead
window be Lk . An algorithm is is said to be a simple deterministic algorithm
(SDA) if at that time, the set of blocks that it prefetches, the set of blocks that it
evicts, and the disks to which it writes back these evicted blocks can be uniquely
determined by specifying Bk , hr1 ; r2 ; : : : ; rk i and Lk .

The above de nition hinges on the fact that a SDA uses deterministic policies
to decide which blocks to prefetch, which blocks to evict and where to writeback the evicted blocks. This determinism can be exploited by an adversary to
generate reference strings which require a SDA to make an unnecessarily large
number of I/Os. We analyze the performance of simple deterministic algorithms
with global M -block lookahead and show (Theorem 7) that the competitive ratio
of such algorithms is (D).
To illustrate the intuition behind the theorem consider the following simple
example of an SDA. Let the algorithm have global M -block lookahead and base
its decisions according to the following rules : (a) do not evict any block from
the current lookahead (b) perform striped write-back, writing the rst block of
any stripe to the rst disk (c) evict blocks not in the current lookahead using
the Least Recently Used (LRU) policy (d) prefetch all blocks in the lookahead
window.
Consider the performance of the above algorithm while accessing a 3M  D
matrix in two stages: rst in row major order and then in column major order.
The matrix is assumed to be initially laid out on disks with the elements of each
row striped across all D disks. Assume that M = (D). Tracing through the algorithm we note that the I/Os during the rst stage are completely parallelized.
The write-back policy in this case does not perform any relocation. However,

when the matrix is accessed in the second stage there is very little disk parallelism; only a part of the next column is prefetched. The algorithm makes 3M
I/Os during the rst stage, and 3M + 2M (D , 1) I/Os in the second. Hence the
total number of I/Os performed by the algorithm to service all the I/O requests
is (MD).
In contrast consider an algorithm which works just like the one presented
except for the write-back; its write-back policy is such that all blocks which
originated on the same disk are now striped across all disks. The cost of writing
back during the rst stage is 3M I/Os. However the advantage gained is that all
I/Os in the second stage can be completely parallelized. Hence the total number
of I/Os performed by such an algorithm is 9M (3M reads in each stage and
3M writes). The ratio is clearly (D). The intuition behind this example can
be generalized to give a lower bound on the competitive ratio of any simple
deterministic algorithm.

Theorem 7. [10] Any simple deterministic algorithm with global M -block looka-

head has a competitive ratio of (D).
A special case of this theorem, when the algorithm does not do any writeback, is representative of prefetching and bu er management algorithms normally used in practice. The theorem indicates that in the worst case such algorithms can be completely ine ective in exploiting the I/O parallelism, even
when substantial lookahead { one memory load { is provided to them.

3 Randomized Algorithms
In this section we present randomized algorithms for read-once and read-many
reference strings with considerably better performance than their deterministic
counterparts.

3.1 Read-Once Reference Strings

In order to improve the performance of prefetching algorithms using bounded
lookahead, a randomized placement algorithm is employed. In a deterministic
placement scheme the predictability of the access pattern of the prefetching algorithm can be exploited by an adversary to limit the performance signi cantly.
By randomizing the placement it becomes dicult for the adversary to defeat
the prefetching algorithm. It is possible to design simple prefetching algorithms
which signi cantly improve the parallelism attainable over deterministic placement schemes. For our randomized algorithms we require that each block of the
reference string be placed on any disk with uniform probability 1=D. Di erent
implementations of such randomized placement schemes and associated data
structures to obtain the desired lookahead in an on-line manner for applications
like external merging and video servers, have been discussed in [2, 3, 9] for instance. We de ne a simple prefetching algorithm GREED using local lookahead
below.

De nition 8. Data is placed on disks so that each block independently has

equal probability of being placed on any disk. The shared bu er is partitioned
into D logical bu ers of size M=D blocks each; each logical bu er is associated
with a single disk. GREED builds a schedule as follows: on every parallel I/O
it fetches the next block not in bu er from each disk provided there is bu er
space available in the logical bu er for that disk. If there is no bu er space for
a particular disk then no block is read from that disk.
In Theorem 9 we show that GREED performs (N=D) expected number of
parallel I/Os to service a reference string of N blocks. Since any algorithm must
take at least N=D I/Os to fetch N distinct blocks, GREED is within a constant
factor of the optimal.

Theorem 9. [9] To service a reference string of length N , GREED using a
bu er of size M = (D log D), incurs (N=D) expected number of I/Os.

It is interesting to consider the role of partitioning the shared bu er in
GREED. It may appear that by static partitioning of the bu er the realizable
parallelism is being unnecessarily curtailed. An alternative is to have a single
bu er of M blocks and prefetch from all disks whenever there are at least D free
blocks in the bu er. If there are less than D free blocks, then only the demand
block is fetched. Denote this algorithm by GREED*. Surprisingly, Theorem 10
shows that the performance of GREED* which uses an unpartitioned shared
bu er can be actually worse.

Theorem 10. [13] To service a reference string of length N , GREED* incurs
(N=D) expected number of I/Os, provided the bu er is of size M = (D2 ).

Finally, we consider an algorithm NOM that uses M -block global lookahead.
NOM behaves like GREED* except that only blocks within the current lookahead are prefetched. By adapting the results from [2] NOM can be shown to
have performance bounds similar to GREED.

Theorem 11. [2] To service a reference string of length N , NOM using a bu er
of size M = (D log D), incurs (N=D) expected number of I/Os.

3.2 Read-Many Reference Strings
In this section we sketch an on-line algorithm, RAND-WB with global M -block
lookahead,
which uses randomized write-back to attain a competitive ratio of
p
( D) [10].

De nition 12. A block present in the bu er is said to be marked when the
lookahead window includes a reference to that block; the block is said to be
unmarked otherwise.

In order to specify the blocks to be prefetched in any I/O it is useful to
determine, for each disk, the next block not in the bu er to be referenced by the
computation; we shall call this the leading block from each disk. We use  to
denote the set of leading blocks from all disks in the lookahead window. Finally,
let B denote the set of all blocks in the bu er.
The total bu er available to the algorithm, B = M + D, is logically partitioned into a main bu er of size M and a write-back bu er of size D. The
write-back bu er is used to bu er a block from each disk in order to perform
the write-backs eciently. The algorithm uses global M -block lookahead. The
number of free blocks in the bu er is denoted by F = B , jBj; and the number
of free blocks in the write-back bu er is denoted by W .
RAND-WB: On a request for a data block the following actions are taken:
1. If the requested block is present in the main or write-back bu er the request
is serviced without any further action.
2. If the requested block is not present in either bu er a parallel I/O is initiated
for all blocks in . Some action is required, to create the necessary space for
these blocks, if the number of free blocks in the bu er F  jj.
{ In this case, min(jj , F; D , W ) unmarked blocks are moved from the
main bu er to the write-back bu er and a write-back performed if the
write-back bu er is full.
{ To perform the write-back the blocks are striped in a round robin fashion across all the disks starting the stripe from a randomly (uniform
probability) chosen disk.
{ After performing the read all marked blocks in the write-back bu er are
exchanged with some unmarked block in the main bu er.
The algorithm is based on the intuition that if blocks are relocated to randomly chosen disks then it is not possible for an oblivious adversary to generate
a reference string for which requests to such relocated blocks are sequentialized.
It can be noted that only the write-backs are randomized in the algorithm. No
assumption is made regarding the initial placement of blocks on disks. In [10]
we show that the ratio of the expected number of I/Os done by RAND-WB to
those done by the optimal oine algorithm is given by Theorem 13 below.

p
Theorem 13. The competitive ratio of the algorithm RAND-WB is ( D).

4 Summary
In this paper we addressed the issues involved in designing prefetching and bu er
management algorithms for multiple-disk parallel I/O systems. We showed that
deterministic algorithms using bounded amounts of lookahead have poor parallel performance since useful parallelism is con ned to their lookahead window.
Randomization can be used to signi cantly improve the performance. Using randomization in the data layout and a simple prefetching scheme, we showed that
a read-once reference string of length N can be serviced in (N=D) parallel

I/Os, in a D-disk system. For the case of read-many reference strings we introducedpa novel algorithm using randomized write-back with a competitive ratio
of ( D). In contrast, we showed that deterministic write-back results in a
competitive ratio of at least (D).
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